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the bestselling author of i m not scared elegizes adolescence fiercely and sympathetically in a novel that s scary lovely and at last

a heartbreaker kirkus reviews lorenzo cuni is a fourteen year old loner his wealthy parents think he is away on a school skiing trip

but in fact he has stowed away in a forgotten cellar for a week he plans to live in perfect isolation keeping the adult world at bay

then a visit from his estranged half sister olivia changes everything evoking the fierce intensity and the pulse quickening

creepiness of i m not scared ammaniti s bestselling first novel me and you is a breathtaking tale of alienation acceptance and

wanting to be loved by a fearsomely gifted writer the independent immensely engaging both tender and emotionally arresting

ammaniti s novel is unforgettable publishers weekly starred review italian author niccolò ammaniti does a lot in 160 pages

including surprise humor and frighten you sometimes simultaneously daily candy ammaniti s prose is nimble perceptive and

economical there s a lot to love about this book its reticent empathy its delicate and pragmatic treatment of addiction its

remarkable use of restricted physical space full stop me and you takes a short time to read but offers a memorable experience in

a mutual recognition of loneliness and grief curled up with a good book me and you at just over one hundred pages is a perfect

book niccolò ammaniti disgusts me for how talented he is he has written a masterpiece antonio d orrico corriere della sera

ischiano scalo a place where even the main road out to the nearest big town gives up after a couple of miles where escape from

a life of boredom and emptiness is almost impossible forced into crimes he never wanted to commit pietro reaches crisis point

when his parents ignore his pleas for help and his schoolteacher turns her back on him in desperation he reaches out for

attention and finds instead a terrible revenge escape from ischiano scalo comes at a price life there will never be the same again

journey back to the vibrant and tumultuous streets of fifteenth century florence in niccolo a riveting historical biographical fiction

novel that reveals the untold story of the iconic niccolo machiavelli before he became famous for niccolo life has been a whirlwind

of tavern going and debauchery indulging in the pleasures of a carefree existence however his world is about to undergo a

seismic shift confronted with the unyielding demands of both a wife and a burgeoning career niccolo faces choices he cannot

easily refuse as the menacing clouds of war loom over his beloved florence niccolo is thrust into a web of intrigue and treachery

his first mission entrusted to him by those in power is to rendezvous with a dangerously alluring woman a task upon which his

fledgling career hinges the stakes are staggeringly high failure could spell the end not only of his career but also his life every

word he utters every step he takes is fraught with peril born into the common social class niccolo faces an uphill battle as he

endeavors to convince the aristocrats of his worth in a society that values birthright and pedigree above all else he must prove

that his intellect cunning and loyalty are assets that transcend social boundaries in niccolo before they were famous join the

young machiavelli on a thrilling journey through a florence teetering on the brink of chaos as he navigates the treacherous world

of power and politics he will discover the harsh realities of ambition love and the lengths to which one must go to secure their

place in history will niccolo machiavelli rise above his humble origins to become the enigmatic figure known to the world or will

the ruthless forces of his time prove to be insurmountable delphiclassics com the exquisitely researched standalone prequel

series to dorothy dunnett s revered lymond chronicles following the ancestors of francis crawford of lymond in continental europe

niccolo rising is book one in the house of niccolo series it began with sea and september sunlight and three young men lying

stripped to their doublets in the duke of burgundy s bath meet caes nicholas vander poele an eighteen year old orphan and dyer

apprentice s working for the widow marian de charetty in bruges after fetching up in jail for accidentally sinking a lighter and

breaking the leg of a nobleman his young life seems over before it is even begun however fate and the fifteenth century have

great expectations for nicholas and he soon finds himself leading the charetty company into adventures and intrigues both

mercantile and military even as enemies plot their downfall through cunning bravery wit and an unexpected wisdom nicholas

begins to lay the foundations for the house of niccolo as brilliant and interesting as lymond a generous feast daily telegraph a

series that will give us our fill of high renaissance adventure and espionage guardian 4 books by niccolo machiavelli the art of war

nicholas machiavel s prince discourses on the first decade of history of florence and of the affairs of italy previously out of print

for three years this classic translation by the late father leslie j walker has long been acknowledged as the best english language

version of this seminal work in political theory discover the true origins of what it means to be machiavellian through the

absorbing treatise the prince one of the first and foremost works on political philosophy machiavelli leaves morals and ideals

behind and cuts right to the heart of what it means to take and hold on to power heavily immersed in the ruthless and cunning

world of the medicis and the borgias he was well placed to observe human nature and the practicalities of rule a must read both
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for its historical interest and its relevance for the politicians lawmakers and hapless members of the public of today this biography

of macchiavelli is widely regarded as ridolfi s masterpiece and is based on much material drawn from private and public archives

it presents a fresh interpretation of macchiavelli s career and writings and here for example the dating of the composition of such

famous works as the prince and the mandragola is established for the first time this english translation when originally published

in 1963 included numerous correction and additions which brought it up to date with the most recent studies on macchiavelli and

his works フクロウのフクちゃん 怖いくせに夜の森へ niccolò ridolfi 1501 50 was a florentine cardinal nephew and cousin to the medici

popes leo x and clement vii and he owed his status and wealth to their patronage he remained actively engaged in florentine

politics above all during the years of crisis that saw the florentine state change from republic to duchy a widely respected patron

and scholar throughout his life his sudden death during the conclave of 1549 50 led to allegations of poison that an autopsy

appears to confirm this book examines cardinal ridolfi and his court in order to understand the extent to which cardinalate courts

played a key part in rome s resurgence and acted as hubs of knowledge located on the fault lines of politics and reform in church

and state hospitable spaces that can be analysed in the context of entanglements in florentine and roman cultural and political

patronage and intersections between the princely court and a more professional and complex knowledge and practice of

household management in the consumer and service economy of early modern rome based on an array of archival sources and

on three treatises whose authors were closely linked to ridolfi s court this monograph explores these multidisciplinary intersections

to allow the more traditional fields of church and political history to be approached from different angles niccolò ridolfi and the

cardinal s court will appeal to all those interested in the organisation of these elite establishments and their place in sixteenth

century roman society the life and patronage of niccolò ridolfi in the context of the florentine exiles who desired a return to

republicanism and the history of the roman catholic church romola is a historical novel by george eliot set in the fifteenth century

and is a deep study of life in the city of florence from an intellectual artistic religious and social point of view the story takes place

amidst actual historical events during the italian renaissance and includes in its plot several notable figures from florentine history

in the far distance the great terracotta dome of the cathedral appeared like a mirage shimmering in the heat haze gina donovan

arrives in florence on a beautiful spring morning to stay with an old friend she is hoping for nothing more than a break from her

demanding young family but as she soon finds out this most ancient and beautiful of cities has its dark side within hours of her

arrival gina meets the elegant frances richardson who invites her to her birthday party as gina learns frances party is the highlight

of the expatriate calendar this year it is to be held in the gardens beneath the city s medieval wall however as gina s week in

florence unfolds and the party draws near a terrible discovery is made and no one in this close knit community is free of suspicion

harlequin presents brings you a collection of four new titles this presents box set includes bound to the sicilian s bed conveniently

wed by sharon kendrick after their painful past nicole wants a divorce but to get her out of his system rocco offers a deal before

moving on with her life she will be his one last time a deal for her innocence by cathy williams ellie wilson only has eyes for her

job until she meets gorgeous niccolo rossi after arriving at his caribbean resort ellie s pitch suddenly involves her playing girlfriend

but seduction may be niccolo s highest priority contracted for the petrakis heir one night with consequences by annie west as

alice defiantly informs adoni petrakis of her pregnancy memories of his skilled touch overwhelm her his contract to claim her is

shocking so is realizing she s inescapably in his thrall claimed by her billionaire protector by robyn donald elana grange isn t

prepared for niko radcliffe s heart stopping charisma their chemistry is electrifying especially when circumstances force them

together niko s embrace promises ecstasy but letting him close feels so very dangerous be sure to collect harlequin presents

march 2018 box set 2 of 2 take notes as you read the prince by niccolo machiavelli with this 6 x 9 notebook taking notes is an

excellent method to remember the important details and you can refer to your notes at a later date when the need arises and this

will save you the time of reading the book again the layout of this notebook is designed for easy use and the laminated

paperback cover provides durability and longevity specifications cover finish glossy dimensions 6 x 9 interior cream color paper

lined pages pages 100 perfect binding sample the notebook by clicking on the look inside feature
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Me and You 2012-02-01 the bestselling author of i m not scared elegizes adolescence fiercely and sympathetically in a novel that

s scary lovely and at last a heartbreaker kirkus reviews lorenzo cuni is a fourteen year old loner his wealthy parents think he is

away on a school skiing trip but in fact he has stowed away in a forgotten cellar for a week he plans to live in perfect isolation

keeping the adult world at bay then a visit from his estranged half sister olivia changes everything evoking the fierce intensity and

the pulse quickening creepiness of i m not scared ammaniti s bestselling first novel me and you is a breathtaking tale of

alienation acceptance and wanting to be loved by a fearsomely gifted writer the independent immensely engaging both tender

and emotionally arresting ammaniti s novel is unforgettable publishers weekly starred review italian author niccolò ammaniti does

a lot in 160 pages including surprise humor and frighten you sometimes simultaneously daily candy ammaniti s prose is nimble

perceptive and economical there s a lot to love about this book its reticent empathy its delicate and pragmatic treatment of

addiction its remarkable use of restricted physical space full stop me and you takes a short time to read but offers a memorable

experience in a mutual recognition of loneliness and grief curled up with a good book me and you at just over one hundred pages

is a perfect book niccolò ammaniti disgusts me for how talented he is he has written a masterpiece antonio d orrico corriere della

sera

Niccolò Dei Lapi 1860 ischiano scalo a place where even the main road out to the nearest big town gives up after a couple of

miles where escape from a life of boredom and emptiness is almost impossible forced into crimes he never wanted to commit

pietro reaches crisis point when his parents ignore his pleas for help and his schoolteacher turns her back on him in desperation

he reaches out for attention and finds instead a terrible revenge escape from ischiano scalo comes at a price life there will never

be the same again

Steal You Away 2009-08-06 journey back to the vibrant and tumultuous streets of fifteenth century florence in niccolo a riveting

historical biographical fiction novel that reveals the untold story of the iconic niccolo machiavelli before he became famous for

niccolo life has been a whirlwind of tavern going and debauchery indulging in the pleasures of a carefree existence however his

world is about to undergo a seismic shift confronted with the unyielding demands of both a wife and a burgeoning career niccolo

faces choices he cannot easily refuse as the menacing clouds of war loom over his beloved florence niccolo is thrust into a web

of intrigue and treachery his first mission entrusted to him by those in power is to rendezvous with a dangerously alluring woman

a task upon which his fledgling career hinges the stakes are staggeringly high failure could spell the end not only of his career but

also his life every word he utters every step he takes is fraught with peril born into the common social class niccolo faces an

uphill battle as he endeavors to convince the aristocrats of his worth in a society that values birthright and pedigree above all else

he must prove that his intellect cunning and loyalty are assets that transcend social boundaries in niccolo before they were

famous join the young machiavelli on a thrilling journey through a florence teetering on the brink of chaos as he navigates the

treacherous world of power and politics he will discover the harsh realities of ambition love and the lengths to which one must go

to secure their place in history will niccolo machiavelli rise above his humble origins to become the enigmatic figure known to the

world or will the ruthless forces of his time prove to be insurmountable

The historical, political, and diplomatic writings of Niccolo Machiavelli, tr. by C.E. Detmold 1882 delphiclassics com

Niccolo 2024-02-29 the exquisitely researched standalone prequel series to dorothy dunnett s revered lymond chronicles following

the ancestors of francis crawford of lymond in continental europe niccolo rising is book one in the house of niccolo series it began

with sea and september sunlight and three young men lying stripped to their doublets in the duke of burgundy s bath meet caes

nicholas vander poele an eighteen year old orphan and dyer apprentice s working for the widow marian de charetty in bruges

after fetching up in jail for accidentally sinking a lighter and breaking the leg of a nobleman his young life seems over before it is

even begun however fate and the fifteenth century have great expectations for nicholas and he soon finds himself leading the

charetty company into adventures and intrigues both mercantile and military even as enemies plot their downfall through cunning

bravery wit and an unexpected wisdom nicholas begins to lay the foundations for the house of niccolo as brilliant and interesting

as lymond a generous feast daily telegraph a series that will give us our fill of high renaissance adventure and espionage

guardian

Delphi Collected Works of Niccolò Machiavelli (Illustrated) 2017-01-22 4 books by niccolo machiavelli the art of war nicholas

machiavel s prince discourses on the first decade of history of florence and of the affairs of italy

The maid of Florence; or, Niccolò de' Lapi. Tr. by W. Felgate 1853 previously out of print for three years this classic translation by

the late father leslie j walker has long been acknowledged as the best english language version of this seminal work in political
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theory

The Maid of Florence; Or Niccolo De' Lapi 1853 discover the true origins of what it means to be machiavellian through the

absorbing treatise the prince one of the first and foremost works on political philosophy machiavelli leaves morals and ideals

behind and cuts right to the heart of what it means to take and hold on to power heavily immersed in the ruthless and cunning

world of the medicis and the borgias he was well placed to observe human nature and the practicalities of rule a must read both

for its historical interest and its relevance for the politicians lawmakers and hapless members of the public of today

Niccolo Rising 2000-01-27 this biography of macchiavelli is widely regarded as ridolfi s masterpiece and is based on much

material drawn from private and public archives it presents a fresh interpretation of macchiavelli s career and writings and here for

example the dating of the composition of such famous works as the prince and the mandragola is established for the first time

this english translation when originally published in 1963 included numerous correction and additions which brought it up to date

with the most recent studies on macchiavelli and his works

4 Books by Niccolo Machiavelli 2013-03 フクロウのフクちゃん 怖いくせに夜の森へ

The Life and Times of Niccolò Machiavelli 1892 niccolò ridolfi 1501 50 was a florentine cardinal nephew and cousin to the medici

popes leo x and clement vii and he owed his status and wealth to their patronage he remained actively engaged in florentine

politics above all during the years of crisis that saw the florentine state change from republic to duchy a widely respected patron

and scholar throughout his life his sudden death during the conclave of 1549 50 led to allegations of poison that an autopsy

appears to confirm this book examines cardinal ridolfi and his court in order to understand the extent to which cardinalate courts

played a key part in rome s resurgence and acted as hubs of knowledge located on the fault lines of politics and reform in church

and state hospitable spaces that can be analysed in the context of entanglements in florentine and roman cultural and political

patronage and intersections between the princely court and a more professional and complex knowledge and practice of

household management in the consumer and service economy of early modern rome based on an array of archival sources and

on three treatises whose authors were closely linked to ridolfi s court this monograph explores these multidisciplinary intersections

to allow the more traditional fields of church and political history to be approached from different angles niccolò ridolfi and the

cardinal s court will appeal to all those interested in the organisation of these elite establishments and their place in sixteenth

century roman society the life and patronage of niccolò ridolfi in the context of the florentine exiles who desired a return to

republicanism and the history of the roman catholic church

Niccolò Machiavelli and His Times 1878 romola is a historical novel by george eliot set in the fifteenth century and is a deep

study of life in the city of florence from an intellectual artistic religious and social point of view the story takes place amidst actual

historical events during the italian renaissance and includes in its plot several notable figures from florentine history

The Discourses of Niccolo Machiavelli 2013-11-05 in the far distance the great terracotta dome of the cathedral appeared like a

mirage shimmering in the heat haze gina donovan arrives in florence on a beautiful spring morning to stay with an old friend she

is hoping for nothing more than a break from her demanding young family but as she soon finds out this most ancient and

beautiful of cities has its dark side within hours of her arrival gina meets the elegant frances richardson who invites her to her

birthday party as gina learns frances party is the highlight of the expatriate calendar this year it is to be held in the gardens

beneath the city s medieval wall however as gina s week in florence unfolds and the party draws near a terrible discovery is

made and no one in this close knit community is free of suspicion

The Wisdom of Niccolo Machiavelli 2013-07-01 harlequin presents brings you a collection of four new titles this presents box set

includes bound to the sicilian s bed conveniently wed by sharon kendrick after their painful past nicole wants a divorce but to get

her out of his system rocco offers a deal before moving on with her life she will be his one last time a deal for her innocence by

cathy williams ellie wilson only has eyes for her job until she meets gorgeous niccolo rossi after arriving at his caribbean resort

ellie s pitch suddenly involves her playing girlfriend but seduction may be niccolo s highest priority contracted for the petrakis heir

one night with consequences by annie west as alice defiantly informs adoni petrakis of her pregnancy memories of his skilled

touch overwhelm her his contract to claim her is shocking so is realizing she s inescapably in his thrall claimed by her billionaire

protector by robyn donald elana grange isn t prepared for niko radcliffe s heart stopping charisma their chemistry is electrifying

especially when circumstances force them together niko s embrace promises ecstasy but letting him close feels so very

dangerous be sure to collect harlequin presents march 2018 box set 2 of 2

君主論 2001 take notes as you read the prince by niccolo machiavelli with this 6 x 9 notebook taking notes is an excellent method
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to remember the important details and you can refer to your notes at a later date when the need arises and this will save you the

time of reading the book again the layout of this notebook is designed for easy use and the laminated paperback cover provides

durability and longevity specifications cover finish glossy dimensions 6 x 9 interior cream color paper lined pages pages 100

perfect binding sample the notebook by clicking on the look inside feature
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